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1.



Abstract



Mathieu Fortin joined Barclays Capital for a three-months internship from June to August 2007 as a summer analyst in the IT Application Support department in Singapore. In a dynamic and exciting environment he took part in the activity undertaken by the Emerging Markets IT Application Support team lead by Stephen Richards. Both good analytical skill and strong technical knowledge were required as well as a good understanding of the business context and the underlying financial products. As a part of Barclays' intern program Mathieu has attended various trainings and presentations on the different departments and activities in Barclays Capital and how they relate to each other. Mathieu was also given the opportunity to interview directors and managing directors to learn about their respective teams and their responsibilities. This report is to be approved by Mathieu's line manager at Barclays Capital and reviewed by his teachers of the IFIPS. The content refers to complex financial models, methods and products. However it has been written with a high level approach, thus it is self-contained and requires little knowledge in Finance. If at any moment you feel the information or the explanations given are not sufficient, the following websites are strongly recommended: ✗ http://www.riskglossary.com/ (English, more comprehensive) ✗ http://www.fimarkets.com/ (French)
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2.



Introduction



2.1.



Barclays Capital



Barclays Capital is the investment bank division of Barclays Bank PLC. Barclays Capital provides large corporate, government and institutional clients with solutions to their financing and risk management needs including: Bonds, Commodities, Credit products, Equity derivatives, Inflation-linked products, Interest rate products, Foreign Exchange, Leveraged Finance, Loans, Emerging Markets, Prime Services, Private Equity, Securitisation.



2.1.1.



Origin



Founded in the late 17th century, Barclays Bank has grown from a small private banking business to a global bank present all over the world: Europe, North and South-America, Africa, Middle-East, and Australasia.



2.1.2.



Core business



Barclays Capital offers its services to both Issuer Clients and Investor Clients. • Investor Clients look to us for advice on the best investments for their capital. Barclays advise Investor Clients on risk-return optimisation, yield and the structuring of their investments and help them to get access to the markets. • Issuer Clients need financing advice, which includes advisory services and expertise in hedging, capital structure and securitisation.



Illustration 1: ©Barclays Bank PLC 2007 At the centre of its business model is trading, which involves the buying and selling of 2



Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin financial instruments to generate profit. This function spans commodities, emerging markets, equity-linked products, foreign exchange interest rates and inflation-linked products. Through its research, Barclays provide fundamental analysis on companies, financial instruments and the markets. It is of immense value to our Investor Clients in particular who look to the original analysis of financial information to provide the best advice for their investments.



2.1.3.



Culture



Barclays Capital's culture is built on a set of core values: client focus, teamwork, meritocracy, ethic & integrity, pioneering. The company is committed to its clients' best interests as well as preserving a good relationship by defining realistic objectives. Barclays Capital is continuously innovating, delivery creative and high-quality solutions which fit best its clients needs. It maintain a high ethical standards and unconditional compliance with regulations and laws. It values its integrity and actively promotes the “know your customer” policy amongst Barclays employees to ensure that the company is not involved in any money laundry operation. Hiring and retaining the best people while respecting diversity, encouraging selfimprovement, recognising and rewarding merit are the key values of Barclays Capital global strategy spread across senior managers. This culture is visible at any level, in every relation and every employee. An example of this unique culture nurtured at Barclays Capital is that no matter how good an employee is a good behaviour with other employees must be maintained, it is also known as the famous “no jerk policy”. This culture makes Barclays Capital a very special place with the best people in the best working environment.



2.1.4.



Recent changes and future plans



Because of its strong economy and the good education standard in the local universities, Singapore is becoming the central hub of Barclays' IT in Asia-Pacific. The IT teams in Singapore will gain more independence from London and interact as privileged partners in the global IT strategy. The synergy resulting from the creation of new teams offers great prospects for anyone who is interested to make a career in IT.



2.2. 2.2.1. 2.2.1.1.



Emerging Markets Emerging Markets IT Role



The team is in charge of the support of critical business applications such as TOPL1 and EORE2 extensively used by traders globally. There are several teams at different locations worldwide (New York, London, and Singapore) offering a continuous support.



1 TO Profit and Loss 2 Exotic Options Risk Engine
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Asia-Pacific Team



Mathieu joined the EM IT team for Asia-Pacific in Singapore reporting to Stephen Richards and Steven Mutch. He collaborated which different members of the team on different projects. The team is a perfect example of Barclays' multi-cultural environment, the different nationality represented are: Australian, English, French, Indian, Malaysian, New-Zealander, Russian, and Singaporean. The best people from all over the world, with different perceptions and ways of thinking, are working together to achieve the same goal make Barclays Capital a successful business everyday. While the team is relatively small (i.e. 10+), it is known for its good performances and high standards on deliverables. The team is characterized by its high reactivity and flexibility. The team members work efficiently together and also display strong individual qualities: great individuals forming the best team. Using all these assets, the EM IT is able to come up with bright ideas and deliver the best solutions in various situations.



2.3.



IT in Finance



During an interview the Head of Emerging Markets Rates emphasized the importance of information technology: “For traders information is as vital as oxygen, and the conduct of



information relies on IT. IT provides essential assets to traders: speed, precision and automation.” Indeed, IT is the core of the competitiveness of big Financial organizations. IT provides ensures a high availability through strong resilience, enable automatized actions and faster execution. While an excellent IT infrastructure may give a major competitive advantage to a company, a poor one will automatically result in bad business performances.
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3. 3.1.



Infrastructure Trading front-end



The trading front-end systems are composed of home-brew and third-party softwares used for the same purpose but for different products. • Devon for foreign exchange markets • Murex for foreign exchange options markets • Summit for swaps, is also used in middle-office • Monet for money markets • QAbook for exotics, is a component of the QA systems



3.2.



CRE



Core Risk Engine is a distributed pricing and risk framework with a plug-in architecture. CRE has a request/response API in either C++ or .NET. Client IT teams typically create an application to drive the CRE, as well as trade and market data plug-ins to customise the CRE for their specific business. Although CRE’s functionality can be customised in every direction, a typical CRE request will retrieve trade data from TMS, market data from ME and then delegate analytics to QARisk before returning results to the client application.



3.3.



EORE



Exotic Options Risk Engine. A client of the CRE that adds additional functionality that is useful to a number of business areas – e.g. trade batching, attribute retrieval, results storage. EORE can be used either in the ‘server model’ where clients submit XML requests to a server process, or in the C++ API model where client developers code against the EORE API. In addition there is an Excel add-in which also submits requests to EORE. The add-in has a number of reports built in – for example the Reset report that PCG use. The add-in comes with a sample sheet that can be used to drive EORE. The EORE and CRE teams have merged and a project is underway to move much of EORE’s additional functionality down into the CRE layer.
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Illustration 2: FIP Architecture



3.4.



QA



The quantitative analysis systems and libraries supports the pricing and the management of complex products (e.g. quanto swaps, cms spread option, ...). It provides to desktop users a set of functions in excel shipped with the Front-Office Application Toolkit.



3.5.



MX Layer



MX Layer is a set of components to maintain business objects in a database. Client access business objects through an API using a publish / subscribe mechanism or static queries. It is used by three applications for three distinct set of business objects: • Market Environment (ME) for market data • Trade Management Server (TMS) for trades • Position/Static Management Server (PMS/SMS) for positions/static An application uses an MX layer instance to connect; therefore an instance can either be ME, TMS or SMS.
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4.



Internship



4.1.



Objectives



As a part of the intern program at Barclays Capital, my manager defined four main objectives I would be assessed on: 1. Learn about the development of requirements and how these are managed with large complex projects. 2. Gain skills in analysis of trade flows within financial markets. 3. Understand the components that make up the Exotics and derivatives business solutions in Barclays Capital. 4. Assist in the preparation of the SEMA Stream 3 Exotics project requirements. Those objectives have been reached through personal study and interviews of key people across different teams to obtain and learn the required knowledge, as well as working on different projects.



4.2. 4.2.1. 4.2.1.1.



Projects and tasks SEMA Background



Regulatory reports are produced by the back-office to communicate the company's results to the local financial authority which monitors the market and enforces the law and international financial regulations. While the traders are considered to work upstream of the trade's workflow as they input the information into the system, the back-office is operating downstream and process the captured trade's information for reconciliation and reporting purposes. 4.2.1.2.



Description



The Scalable Emerging Markets Asia project arose as an initiative to facilitate the regulatory reporting processes and to reduce the operational risk incurred. Exotics trades are innovative, complex and non-standard financial products which can be composed of multiple underlying standard vanilla financial products (e.g. option, swap) also named legs of a trade. Barclays Capital infrastructure make use of different systems to book different products, therefore a trade can be booked into different front-end systems. As of now there is nothing in the IT systems that can automatically link the legs of a trade. Because there is only a few exotic trades booked the overhead to manually trace back a leg to its original trade was accepted. However Barclays Capital activity is fast growing , and because the benefits of a pro-active approach to enhance the information systems are well understood the SEMA project was initiated. One of the main recurring functional requirement is to create a link between the legs of an exotic trade which can then be used downstream to eliminate the manual processes.
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Illustration 3: Use case of the current trade flow systems 4.2.1.3.



Business analysis



The project had already started when Mathieu joined, it had already reached the business requirement elicitation phase. Mathieu collaborated with Fish FU on the functional requirement elicitation under the review of Steven Mutch. The project was managed in a flexible waterfall-like scheme. The business requirement elicitation was completed by the business users of the Finance department and signed-off before being submitted to the EM IT team for the functional requirements elicitation. Iterative versions of the business requirements received a sign-off from the business side as several request for changes were made from the EM IT team to limit the scope of the project.
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Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin This iterative approach within the strictly separated steps of a waterfall model offered more flexibility in the completion of a phase. This approach also ensured that the concerned entities agreed on intermediate results and thus saving the time or re-doing the work if something was not conform to their expectations. 4.2.1.4.



Functional Requirements



The functional requirements were written by Fish Fu and Mathieu then reviewed and signed-off by Steven Mutch. It took around two weeks to complete the document as most of the systems from front to back-office were concerned by any change in the trade flow. Mathieu gave an extra-attention to keep the functional requirements clear and concise leaving little room for misinterpretation. This effort also ensured the requirements would not limit the possible solutions in a complex structure of inter-dependant systems. 4.2.1.5.



Functional specification



Steven Mutch and Stephen Richards pointed out during a first meeting that an innovative solution limiting the changes to the existing systems would be welcome and that an out-of-the-box approach could be a good way to explore possible solutions. Based on what had been learnt during the initial phases and with a deeper knowledge of the Front to Back-Office systems, Mathieu and Fish first identified the constraints surrounding the implementation of the functional requirements. Then few solutions were designed and their feasibility assessed. One solutions seemed to be better than the others: building an external system which creates a Structure ID at the booking phase and stores the information to be later fed into TDB. Although it was quite a seducing idea it was just a concept and the knowledge of how to implement remained unclear. During the second meeting Stephen Richards listening to the propositions finally came up with a very effective and well integrated solution. His strong knowledge of the architecture and the way the different systems operate helped designing the solution retained.
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Illustration 4: Proposed system, a Structured Deal Manager listening on the message bus The most significant benefit from this solution is that the Trade Processing Infrastructure (TPI) do not need to be modified. Represented as a cloud, the TPI has a complex architecture of interlinked systems, any change in the front-end systems including third-party ones (e.g. Devon, Murex, ...) would necessarily involve costly changes if possible at all. The proposed solution allows an elegant and flexible implementation that integrates nicely and cost effectively the changes required. It uses a listener on the existing message bus which retrieves the adequate information and saves it into a new database. In timely manner the database feeds this in the Trade Database (TDB) in a similar way the TPI does, it also detects inconsistent data and generates exception reports.
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Illustration 5: Use Case of the SDM This first project gave Mathieu a very good opportunity to learn more about the Front to Back-Office systems and the trade flow architecture. This knowledge is very useful to understand how a financial organisation operates and also the IT challenges it faces.
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4.2.2.



Bond Price Contributor



4.2.2.1.



Bond pricing



A bond price evolve overtime as the present value is dependant of the current yield and the number of coupons to be received. For this reason a daily price contribution at the end of the day -after the market closure- is required to calculate the profit and loss and for reconciliation. There are two different prices for a bond, the clean and the dirty price. The dirty price is decremented at every coupon payment date by the coupon's value, while the clean price consider the accrued interest of the actual period making it's curve overtime smoother. The clean price is most commonly used as its valuation is more uniform.



FutureValue∗CouponRate Frequency SettlementDate−PreviousCouponDate Accrued Interest = ∗CouponValue NextCouponDate−PreviousCouponDate CouponValue=



– The accrued interest is a time proportional valuation of a coupon to receive, the time period on which the accrued interest is calculated is often referred as the accrual period. – The frequency is the number of coupons paid per year (e.g. 1, 2, 4, 12). – The settlement date depending of the market conventions can either be today's date or the next business day or later. – The coupon dates refer to the day on which the bond holder receives a coupon payment. maturity



Dirty Price=PresentValue  FutureValue



∑



coupon rate∗FutureValue



now



Clean Price=Dirty Price− Accrued Interest The formula above is the simplest representation of the prices of a bond. The future value is also know as the final value or the face value, it is the amount of money given at the maturity date to the bond holder, the convention is that this future value is 100.



YieldToMaturity ,CouponsToReceive ,CouponValue ,FutureValue Frequency CouponValue−PV Dirty Price= YieldToMaturity NextCouponDate−SettlementDate 1 ∗  Frequency NextCouponDate− PreviousCouponDate



PV = PresentValue



This formula allows to calculate the bond price according to the yield -which fluctuates with the market- and the current settlement date. The challenge of working in Emerging Markets is that sometimes the trades handled are non-standard and require a particular attention. 4.2.2.2.



Design phase



The process of calculating and contributing the price of a book of bonds was quite tedious and time consuming for some traders in Korea. As a result they requested a customization of the actual Bond Price Contributor spreadsheet to enable an automatic price calculation before contribution.
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Illustration 6:Use Case of the Bond Price Contributor, a two-step process



Illustration 7: Use Case of the Automatic Bond Price Contributor, a simpler and more effective one-step process. The new automatic bond price contributor dramatically reduces the manual input from the trader by calculating the bond's price in the same front-end application where it submits it. Not only it decreases the time required to contribute all the prices, it also minimizes the operational risk of incorrect input. 4.2.2.3.



Development



During the development phase Mathieu has become familiar with the bond pricing techniques and formulas. Working with Korean Bonds he also learnt that different countries may have different standards for pricing a financial product and especially in emerging markets. Mathieu overcame problematic situations working together with his colleagues and business users. Looking more in details to the pricing formulas he also discovered that few bonds were not priced correctly. For instance a bond issued on the 28th of February 2007 which has its quarterly coupon payment dates on the 28th instead of the end of the months concerned caused some problems. This non-standard configuration forced the use of custom formulas to price it correctly. 4.2.2.4.



User Acceptance Test



Before going into production the Automatic Bond Price Contributor went through the user acceptance test where traders in Korea used it before giving the sign-off. 13



Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin This phase was very typical of an iterative software development process, like Agile Software Development. Change or feature requests were closely followed by an update and did not need to go through a tedious specification phase. The signoff was obtained after few days and the application put into production quite shortly. Due to the nature of the project, the risk of the application failing was quite small. The main changes only concerned the pricing methods and the business users could closely monitor the price given with their legacy applications as well as live market data. The automatic bond price contributor was received with great enthusiasm, it really helped traders in Korea to do their end-of-day contributions faster.



4.2.3. 4.2.3.1.



Scenario reporting Background



While Mathieu has not directly participated in creating the scenarios -based on complex mathematical models-, he helped preparing the user acceptance test phase. This task involved investigating on result trends and discrepancies resulting in identifying inadequate models for particular trades; and also developing an Excel application to generate trade level reports. 4.2.3.2.



Scenario Reporting architecture



The scenarios are run by the Exotics Scenario Processor (ESP) which generates xml output files with raw results. Those xml files are then processed by a report generator and exported to Excel files.



Illustration 8: Scenario Reporting Use Case
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Illustration 9: Scenario Reporting Use Case The Excel reports are used by Traders to assess the risks associated with a particular book. The risk is a price movement relative to a parameters variation (e.g. exchange rate, index, volatility). The strategy of a trader can be risk averse, neutral or seeking risk. In all cases the risk sensitivity will determine the course of action and the strategy changes. Thus the accuracy of the risk calculations is really important in the decision making process. 4.2.3.3.



Log Normal Interest Rate Vega



An investigation was required to identify the source of extremely big swing, from one day to another in the net present value (NPV) of a book, in a Log Normal Interest Rate Vega (LNIRVega) scenario. After isolating the potential sources like changes in the market data or the trade data, it was discovered that only few trades were causing the huge change in the NPV. Due to their complex structure Interest Rate Dual Range Accrual trades sensitivity (IRVega) to a variation in their volatility surface had to be calculated using a different method.



Tenors (in years) Maturities



 



1



06/07/07 9.40%



3



4



9.67% 10.12%



2



9.23%



5



7



10



9.32% 9.16% 8.98%



06/08/07 9.46% 10.02% 10.61% 10.41% 10.23% 9.35% 8.93% 06/10/07 9.56% 10.31% 11.41% 11.32% 11.19% 9.68% 9.10% 06/01/08 9.38%



9.77% 10.72% 10.73% 10.75% 9.47% 8.81%



06/07/08 9.27%



9.38% 10.02%



9.89%



9.82% 8.93% 8.06%



06/07/09 9.26%



9.40%



9.34%



9.30%



9.19% 8.90% 8.42%



06/07/10 9.63%



9.64%



9.52%



9.36%



8.98% 8.91% 8.32%



06/07/11 9.81%



9.47%



9.21%



9.05%



8.83% 8.59% 8.05%



06/07/12 9.46%



9.47%



9.27%



8.96%



8.69% 8.33% 7.66%



06/07/14 9.04%



8.95%



8.72%



8.45%



8.23% 8.03% 7.60%



Illustration 10: Example of a volatility surface
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Maturities



Tenors (in years)   06/07/07 06/08/07 06/10/07 06/01/08 06/07/08 06/07/09 06/07/10 06/07/11 06/07/12 06/07/14 06/07/17



1 2 3 4 5 7 10 9.41% 9.67% 10.12% 9.23% 9.32% 9.16% 8.98% 9.46% 10.02% 10.61% 10.41% 10.23% 9.35% 8.93% 9.56% 10.31% 11.41% 11.32% 11.19% 9.68% 9.10% 9.38% 9.77% 10.72% 10.73% 10.75% 9.47% 8.81% 9.27% 9.38% 10.02% 9.89% 9.82% 8.93% 8.06% 9.26% 9.40% 9.34% 9.30% 9.19% 8.90% 8.42% 9.63% 9.64% 9.52% 9.36% 8.98% 8.91% 8.32% 9.81% 9.47% 9.21% 9.05% 8.83% 8.59% 8.05% 9.46% 9.47% 9.27% 8.96% 8.69% 8.33% 7.66% 9.04% 8.95% 8.72% 8.45% 8.23% 8.03% 7.60% 8.62% 8.34% 8.27% 8.20% 7.96% 7.86% 7.46%



Illustration 11: Normal shift of a volatility surface by one basis point bumps only one point at a time Each unique point bumped on the volatility surface affects the Net Present Value (NPV) in a different way. Each volatility grid will result in a different NPV, and therefore the bumped NPVs are also displayed in a table.



Tenors (in years) Maturities



  06/07/07



1



2



3



4



5



7



10



-2587358.9



-16171801.18



-50626640.85



0



-3439678.38



-5.79



-631806.31



06/08/07



-7968850.43



1933289.51



36518897.33



646.01



6039610.77



497.72



-233411.02



06/10/07



-24885459.52



-6284877.32



66519730.45



1328.57



28690735.23



4953.52



-4059394.38



06/01/08



-13336705.75



13198514.09



2186840.28



8893.59



-31882804.76



29088.92



-3393465.5



06/07/08



-73874179.33



-2411316.17



81018468.39



32577.17



-24931456.78



64241.33



-5509151.64



06/07/09



-92620414.02



-35864025.33



76200297.32



-93751.53



29520152.88



30222.24



-27529810.22



06/07/10



-59472549.8



-66182138.55



44940959.46



-132794.84



48498438.08



41421.06



-29497363.49



06/07/11



-22986203.66



-111110751.84



-17010270.43



-99266.32



103176268.99



42467.99



-23933371.79



06/07/12



-53223916.54



-136852940.29



-36904014.43



-16752666



71220195.21



-16767448.69



-14764533.21



06/07/14



-64813393.73



-169778935.59



-103799649.68



-16632544.85



139471231.35



-16759188.8



-4502151.23



06/07/17



-20111262.34



-16838842.88



-27647526.37



-16493841.85



-12703989.06



-16814104.35



-13845196.39



Illustration 12: Net Present Values obtained after bumping individually each volatility point. Subsequently, using a parallel shift the scenario will generate only one bumped NPV.



Maturities



Tenors (in years)   06/07/07 06/08/07 06/10/07 06/01/08 06/07/08 06/07/09 06/07/10 06/07/11 06/07/12 06/07/14 06/07/17



1 2 3 4 5 7 10 9.41% 9.68% 10.13% 9.24% 9.33% 9.17% 8.99% 9.47% 10.03% 10.62% 10.42% 10.24% 9.36% 8.94% 9.57% 10.32% 11.42% 11.33% 11.20% 9.69% 9.11% 9.39% 9.78% 10.73% 10.74% 10.76% 9.48% 8.82% 9.28% 9.39% 10.03% 9.90% 9.83% 8.94% 8.07% 9.27% 9.41% 9.35% 9.31% 9.20% 8.91% 8.43% 9.64% 9.65% 9.53% 9.37% 8.99% 8.92% 8.33% 9.82% 9.48% 9.22% 9.06% 8.84% 8.60% 8.06% 9.47% 9.48% 9.28% 8.97% 8.70% 8.34% 7.67% 9.05% 8.96% 8.73% 8.46% 8.24% 8.04% 7.61% 8.63% 8.35% 8.28% 8.21% 7.97% 7.87% 7.47%



Illustration 13: A parallel shift of a volatility surface by one basis point bumps every point of the surface. 4.2.3.4.



User Acceptance Test



In order to pass the user acceptance test the user required to break the report down to a trade level instead of a book level. The reason behind this request is that it is very 16



Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin difficult to confirm that the values are correct on a book level as it is composed of many trades, thus errors could remain undetected. It is much easier to validate the values for one trade and also isolate trades that cause problems. However breaking down the report was not a simple task as the report generator was not designed for it. Mathieu created an Excel based application to read the xml resultsets, process the information on a trade level and present the report for each trade. Those trade level reports are then aggregated into one report checked against the book level report.



4.2.4.



Application Support



Most financial organisations have a unique but very rational strategy toward IT: IT is serving the business. This imply that there is no such thing as an IT problem, but only IT solutions to business problems. Requests can have very short deadline, a trader may experience difficulties retrieving market data or a critical information to book trades few minutes before market closure when the activity tends to be even more important. Doing support for traders highlights the importance of reactivity, availability and team work in information gathering and problem solving. The intense activity and volatility that surrounds financial markets makes the work stressful and exciting. Traders do appreciate having an IT contact that can support them at their best convenience, at any time. Mathieu had released a new version of a Bond Price Contributor, and maintenance and support of this application naturally became one of his responsibility. Mathieu felt it was critical for the business users that he remained available earlier in the morning and later in the evening when the users actually have more time to discuss their issues. The attitude Mathieu took and the extra effort made were recognized and well appreciated.
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Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin



4.2.5.



Summary



This table summarizes the different tasks and projects Mathieu has completed. The last two columns have been filled in according to Mathieu's self-appraisal which helped it during his internship identifying strong and improving weak points. Projects & Tasks



Responsibilities



Skills used / learnt



To improve



Discover EM IT environment



Get a quick understanding of the Emerging Markets environment.



Read, assimilate and retain a quantity of information in a limited time.



Communicate sooner with the knowledgeable persons.



SEMA



Analyse and translate business requirements into functional requirements



Requirement analysis and elicitation. System analysis.



Communication with team members on what need to be done.



Bond Price Contributor



Maintenance on an existing spreadsheet. Development of additional features.



Analysis of the existing solution. Bond pricing.



Flexibility and reactivity towards requirement changes.



LNIR Vega



Investigating result trends, and processing results into meaningful and useful reports.



Analytical skill.



Understanding of underlying financial calculations. Ability to identify what needs to be clarified and to ask pertinent questions. Speed of execution.



Scenario Reports Breakdown



Generating reports on a trade level and Programming skill. validate aggregated results against legacy book level reports.
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Understanding requirements. Asking for expertise to the right people to save time. Speed of execution.



Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin A Gantt chart of the internship is presented below. It gives a good overview of the tasks and projects completed by Mathieu. A fortnight was necessary to understand the business related IT architecture prior working on any task. What cannot be seen on this chart is the time spent all along the internship on learning and understanding business concepts which represent almost a third of the total activity.



Illustration 14: Gantt chart of the internship
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Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin



5. 5.1.



Experience Working in Finance



Working in a Financial organization is a unique experience to collaborate with top talents in the most dynamic and challenging industry. Highly demanding on personal commitment and extremely rewarding in terms of knowledge or skills learnt, the position of technology analyst in Finance offers one the highest average remuneration in IT. Very long hours are standard especially for positions related to Foreign exchange as the market never closes. I have not been counting the time I worked to keep up with the quantity of information to process, understand and learn as well as staying productive enough to be valuable for the company. The atmosphere is very exciting as a lot of money is at stake. The technology department employees get they reward from the performance of the business users who benefit from effective and top-performing IT solutions. The managerial organization in Barclays Capital promotes a flat hierarchy which is typical in Finance. Directors and managers act as facilitators and are responsible for the implementation of global strategies.



5.2.



Working in the EM IT



I have found that the EM IT was a great team to work with. Not only it is probably one of the most productive team, everyone is extremely committed to their work and also very concerned with the quality of their relationships. The friendly atmosphere in the team and the close working relationship amongst team members including senior managers is also what makes the EM IT a quality team. This had a positive impact on my motivation and my commitment.



5.3.



Conclusion



Barclays Capital seemed to be satisfied enough with my internship to offer me a fulltime position for next year, offer that I have yet to accept. As for me it was a great experience, I have learnt a lot of fascinating things about financial markets and products. It was a very good opportunity to make use of the theoretical concepts learnt during my financial calculus courses in the University of Hong Kong, and get a deeper understanding on how they are used in the industry. I have also learnt that the business constraints and challenges are different from the IT ones, business users may not have a clear idea of the IT solution they require. It is part of the role of IT analyst to be able to deal with those constraints and understand how to transform business problems into IT solutions. Joining a Front-Office IT team for the second time, with more knowledge of the business side, made me realise how valuable it is to have even a small understanding of the financial markets and thus the context in which traders work. On a cultural level, during the past year I became more familiar with the Asian cultures and habits. Studying in Hong Kong and working in Singapore introduced me to different cultures but with similar origins and fundamentals. I've also been able to see different aspect of those culture and the standards in the office and beyond the office.
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Internship Report - Mathieu Fortin



5.3.1.



Last words



I believe that being operational in more than just IT, by having a strong background working in Finance, is achievement of what IFIPS and an “école d'ingénieur” promote. I have managed to get the best out of my education; and I think I have well represented the self-initiative spirit nurtured at the IFIPS, and served its steadily growing international dimension. I feel very confident about the opportunities I will have in my work life and that I will be able to maximize the recognition of my degree and my experience.
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